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Well as you can all see things are heating up on all levels now, threats here and threats 

there as they lose their control, wealth, asset bases and credibility. Of course they lashed 

out at Kim, myself and the trust, it's what they do, blame someone or something else, 

problem is their own arrogance and lack of real knowledge of how this planet and the 

system works, they never thought we would work it out, counteract it and then attack it to 

the levels it is at now, they are completely stunned. We still have much work to do, as 

you would be staggered that Heads of States and heads of country's know so very little of 

how the world really works, be it in finance, social understanding, their standing, laws or 

the control system, they literally know nothing, not all their fault I might add, but you 

see, that is how the system worked, a system designed to solely harvest us and this planet 

of all resources and then destroy it, they have done it to many other worlds, but not this 

one. People speak of event or events and ask when is it happening, my answer is which 

event? and isn't it the case that many events have already happened? if you think not, you 

just haven't connected the dots yet, which is understandable given the amount of bs'ery 

everywhere. Events that have already taken place. 1. we are not dead should have all been 

gone by 2012 2. Kim took over the trust and designated it all for the benefit of the 

countries and it's people and not clowns 3. The peace treaty ending 16500 years of 

martial law, it also ended the shipping war and law more commonly known as Admiralty 

Law or Maritime law in 2016 4. The Draco left 2015 except a few minions 5. The Parents 

went from 21 down to 2, both are unsane, neither are here anymore and only have a VI 

projection of themselves in here, one is known as the red queen 6. The covens collapsed 

from 13 down to 2 and we are unsure whether that 2 is now 0. 7. Illuminati no longer 

exists and is now broken into 5 factions, Jesuit, Asian, Zionist, Nazi and Secret society, 

all are fighting each other and also infighting 8. Rothschilds who support all 5 factions 

have had to fire sale a number of properties this year, sold most of their stocks this year, 

lost control of The Crown, lost control of Washington DC and many other regions, lost 

control of the mercenaries as they are refusing to take on Rothschilds hit squad tasks 

now, their alleged quantum system they rolled out crashed and burned on first attempt, a 

top Rothschild is in big health trouble i'm hearing uncomfirmed yet 9. soul traps/memory 

wipes and forced re-incarnation ended 10. Saturn Moon matrix and Saturn entity 

rendered obsolete 11. CERN also rendered obsolete 12. psychotic AI rendered obsolete 

13. matrix, veil or simulation all rendered obsolete although only remnants in our 

memory loss keep it real, in reality its not 14. Marduk was taken out permanently 

following a request by us to remove him was sent to the Council, which was agreed to, 

and we removed him permanently late 2016, that was a big loss to them, as only he knew 

the full system and how it all worked 15. Kim and the trust took over the whole banking 

system and has blocked them all from accessing it, despite numerous attempts at hacking, 

usually one day before the mythical RV, all of them failed. Kim has proven to all and 

sundry only she has the codes that work, only she can release the trust funds, only she has 
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the assets to support it. She has released some funds to some countries but clowns are 

blocking all attempts of funds reaching America currently, as this country is under a 

financial assassination order by Rothschilds, Dragon groups, SSp and others 16. Project 

Bluebeam failed 17. Global Biological extinction weapons failed 18. WW3 failed 19. 

Collection of all countries inground resources failed 20. Kim took over the UN stripped 

the assets they had stolen and gave them all back to the countries to whom it belonged 21. 

Alt media came out of the dark shadow cast as conspiracy theorists and nutters, most so 

called conspiracies are now in the public eye and are based in fact, this despite alt media 

being a fraction of it once was, the few left carried the can, the co-opted and agency paid 

shills laid bare by this show and also Randy Maugans 22. Portal people aka mainstream 

trashed into almost oblivion, now considering by many as fake news 23. Churches laid 

bare for what they really are a total sham, that was an initial experiment played on the 

people, all religions are a part of that experiment to take you away from who and what 

you are, and make you forget source, pedos exposed, financial skullduggery exposed, 

heinous slayings of the peoples teachers and their offspring, slaying of seers, visionaries 

and psychics all burnt at the stake, created wars for their sacrifices to their so called gods, 

killing multi millions and satanic behaviors and horrific rituals 24. Politicians and stars 

exposed for fraud, sexual misconduct, cult practice, satanic behaviors and ritual abuse 

and sacrifice 25. GMO kings Monsatano crashed and burned 26. Chinese elders proven 

fake, despite various detailed attempts to seek them out, no one on this planet knows who 

they are, for good reason - they don't exist 27. Nibiru, fake asteriods hitting us, RV's, 

GCR's, Nesara and Gesara, OPPT, zims, dongs, dinars and crypto currencies all rendered 

fake or obsolete. 28. IMF and World bank exposed as financial terrorists, other 

organizations will follow that description 29. Charities and fake foundations exposed for 

money laundering, trafficking for sexual and labor purposes, child trafficking for labor, 

sexual abuse, adrenalchrome and ritual sacrifice 30. We made peace with many of the 

non terrestrials here and work continues on that front. The last event for tonight is 

ongoing, but never forget how far you have come as a person or a group, You all have 

learned the truth to varying degrees of learning, unravelled many of the lies, unveiled 

many of the masks and carried on despite threats, ridicule and anger directed at you, from 

so called friends, family and loved ones. Many have learned how to be more 

compassionate, caring, sharing, you speak of we and us and less in me and I, learned how 

to defend yourselves via shielding, learned how live and love life again, learned personal 

responsibility and perspective, people have quit drugs, quit alcohol, quit pharmaceuticals, 

stopped suicides. All these are events bigger than you thought, now it is all laid out bare 

tonight, perhaps it will give you all, the time to reconsider when is the event happening? 

the answer is most of it already has. We have much to look forward to as we strip bare 

the service to self clowns, the special ones, the families and their minions who have 

consumed our energy and souls in vast quantities, the psychopaths intent on war and 

destruction, we have an opportunity to create a world in our image, not the lord and his 

band of reptillians, but in our image, our way and our path, one that doesn't require 
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harvesting us or killing anyone, one that doesn't require overthrowing governments as 

they knew nothing, a world that doesn't require spying on everyone, a world that doesn't 

require starving 40% of the people, a world that doesn't have 1.1 billion people that lack 

access to safe drinking water or 2.6 billion people that lack adequate sanitation, a world 

that doesn't require killing 47K children per day, a world that doesn't require millions 

living in poverty, where 3B people live on less than $2.50 per day, or 1.3B live on $1.25 

per day, or 1 billion children living in poverty, while death and destruction psychopaths 

spend $1.7T per year globally on military and weaponry, a world that doesn't require 

1.2B living without electricity, a world that doesn't require fighting over resources, land 

or control, it requires none of that, that was their system not ours. Everyone has a moral 

and an outright duty to fight, strive and worked hard to create that better world for us all, 

an obligation to protect and serve humanity, protect and serve the children, and lay the 

foundations for our journey from a child like, backward species, requiring others to look 

after us, to a peaceful space faring race, of which we can be deemed, a proud and worthy 

adult species. Peace, prosperity and freedom are not something you wish for, you have 

forgotten you have the ability to create it, up to each and everyone of you to create that 

reality. You wanted events you have already had them, now go out and be a part of 

creating our new world. United we stand, divided we fall. 

 

 

 

 

 

*The Trust made another attempt to transfer funds this time to Kenya, funds went all the 

way through this time a major leap forward and a promise of better things to come. 

Except in came the clowns, either threatened or seduced the bank manager to enter the 

bank after hours at 8.10pm local time with 3 clowns, they decide to try and steal the 

funds and share it amongst them, the 3 who entered were promised all the stolen funds if 

they could take them, as the goal was to stop the trust and create more doubt in those who 

are looking on currently. Except all of it was recorded and the stupid bank manager not 

only used his own code to enter the bank that identified himself, but also used the bank 

email to notify there was no funds in the account around 8.15pm local time, confirming 

he was the culprit, these people are stupid. Anyway that theft was stopped and all the 

funds are still there for all to see, but here is the kicker and what we have been waiting 

for, the funds delivered was confirmed by BIS, agencies, Pentagon and the White House, 

all now know we have the capability to transfer and deliver the funds, now the fun and 

games begin. The $51M transferred has now been transferred back into the trust after the 

UN security personnel failed to steal the funds. The world now knows Manna World 

Holding Trust and Kim were telling the truth all along, we are expecting a whole heap of 

enquiries now, and we should start to move funds now in the near future, I'm not 

projecting dates it will come when it comes, but in a world that is currently broke and 
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America under a financial assassination attempt, don't be surprised if we get a big call 

from The White House soon and it all starts to roll. 

 

*IMF pulling out of countries now is a big sign of their defeat in threatening countries, 

leaders and banks, message to the countries who have been pledged loans from the IMF, 

please sign off on them now and see how far you get with the IMF lending money, I dont 

think you will receive what they promised but you can try and will be a further test of 

whether The Trust or IMF are telling the truth. 

 

*staggering lack of knowledge globally on all levels micro and macro levels of finance, 

govt's and heads of States, banks normal and central nobody has a clue what is going on 

or how the world works, the lack of understanding of how things work or in our case how 

they don't work is beyond comprehension. A world hanging on some imaginary Chinese 

Elders that no one has ever met, agencies who can spy on anyone, pull video from 

everywhere, access bank accts of anyone and yet it appears no one can do a simple search 

of who are the Chinese Elders? I mean this is beyond incompetence, and this country and 

subsequently the world given 85% of it is tied to the dollar is being financially 

assassinated because some generals have fake notes called dinars, zims and dongs and are 

waiting for their multi billion or trillion pay outs whilst everyone else suffers, message to 

all of you, you will all end up 6 feet under waiting for your payouts, as the wait will go 

on indefinitely until you switch on more than the few brain cells you are currently 

operating on. I will say it again the RV requires more money to kick start it then the 

entire money ever spent in the history of this planet. 

 

*here is an example of hello McFly, I will spare mentioning the country but this is 

indicative of levels of utter synth like behavior of follow a path that has always failed. 

Kim spoke to this particular country and was offering them substantial funds to kick start 

projects all free from the trust and they did their due diligence and all stacked up, but in 

came the IMF stormtroopers and suddenly the country decided it didnt want free money 

from the trust and would borrow with interest from the IMF!! I kid you not, this is the 

levels of stupidity, corruption and skullduggery of those operating at the top levels of 

many of the countries. Like I said earlier I hope all countries demand their loans off IMF 

now with a 3 day payout stipulation, then come back to us when that fails as well. 

 

*Ecuador coup attempt failed, this is an ongoing process currently in many countries and 

it is not all due to the cabal, some militaries in various countries haven't been paid for 

varying lengths of time and are blaming the government, proves they know how little 

impact the governments have either, the delays in funding are all about cabal failing to 

deliver their pay outs and blaming everyone, but people are getting wise now and we 

expect more co-operation attempts to unfold in coming days and weeks. 
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*Informing you that Governor of central Bank of Russia Miss Elvira Nabiulina escaped 

into the united states and transferred all Russian currency resources and her people have 

arrange fire today in CB archive destroying all the evidence of this tragedy, monies was 

transferred to a company related to Poland but Kim found it all and placed it all back 

 

*Clowns tried a double pronged attack to enter the Quantum system from Hong Kong 

and also Naval base in Virginia, which is likely ran by SSp, both failed individually and 

collectively, both received a humorous message and both had their systems crashed and 

burned, it will take 2 weeks to a month to get their systems back up and running. Cabal 

and the minions are literally spending their last resources now in attempt to pull off their 

RV program and stop Quantum system and the Trust, we are really seeing now the end 

times of how it used to be and was, to an opportunity to go a new way and new path. 

 

*Barack Obama gave a $150k bribe to silence a hate preacher, Jeremiah Wright. Bill 

Clinton paid Paula Jones $850k to go away. I dont seem to recall the portal people 

focusing on that too much. Daniels needs to stop using her mouth like her legs, always 

open, she is badly embarrassing herself and her family, I mean where do people get off 

by stating I was sleeping with a married man and many others and not think I am making 

myself look cheap here, women of yesterday would have been highly embarrassed, now 

it seems like a badge of honor to some. Not a good look for female role models. 

 

*obama home he acquired in washington dc for $25m so his kids could stay in same 

school, is now facing eviction following his failure to make his $25k a month payments, 

eviction proceedings now underway. 

 

*Can now give details of what took place with Rothschilds and their so called quantum 

system under Wright Patterson airbase. Their clearance only allows them to go down 6 

levels of the 13 levels below Wright Patterson airbase, bottom 7 levels belongs to the 

NT's and they are protected under the peace treaty, well the minions decided they needed 

more power for their system and drilled a hole from level 6 to level 8 to hook up to 

another system, well despite that, that failed also. Lucky for them they did no real 

damage or Wright Patterson airbase in it's entirety would no longer exist. 

 

*A new input of source energy was added the weekend before last this has increased the 

changes unfolding on all levels 

 

*Neil Keenan according to him anyway was appointed the special one called the Amanah 

by the Indonesians, Amanah is to do with finance and in particular Islamic finance, is he 

working for ISIS? one would think with such an important position an announcement on 

the Amanah website would have been prevalent on there, except no. Indonesian news 

headlines err no again. The ceremony contained a fairly portly drunk man wearing no 
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shirt holding what resembles a voodoo doll, which is being declared as a sceptre, which 

means he is declared royal or imperial, quite a title and yet for such a major role it never 

got mentioned in any Indonesian publication? Small recap Keenan filed a lawsuit on 

behalf of the people? no the dragon families, for THI members who know their role in 

cabal games I need go no further with that, for the ones who don't know, essentially 

Keenan was trying to steal the worlds resources for transfer to the East and to 

Rothschilds/Asian faction group replete with non existant chinese elders. A simple case 

of strip the west of everything and give to the clowns who wanted everything moved to 

the east, and global financial slavery continues.  

 

*astral heaven/hell- mental planes - astral trap for humanity - harvesting/loosh-gist is to 

get all to the mental planes - abilities -  

 

 


